
The Enhanced
Data Dashboard
Everything you need to know to 
supercharge community outreach

Remind’s Enhanced Data Dashboard gives administrators meaningful insights in an intuitive interface, making it 

easy to understand the communication taking place across your schools and throughout your district. With the 

Enhanced Data Dashboard, you’ll be able to see at a glance how everyone in your community—teachers, sta�, 

students, and parents—is using Remind, as well as how e�ectively your messages drive engagement.

Here’s the need-to-have data that enables you to meet your community engagement needs at scale and with 

equity in mind.

The Enhanced Data Dashboard provides you with an at-a-glance summary of all the key engagement 

numbers for your community, from a breakdown of Remind users to statistics about reachability, adoption, 

and usage. 

The overview tab includes the following sections:

By the numbers: Get a pulse on daily communication

My Remind community

Get a bird’s-eye view of all the users in your 

organization, broken down by role.

Reachability

Make sure you’re reaching everyone in your 

community with an overview of user language 

settings, user notification settings, and 

message delivery rates.

Adoption and usage

Track engagement by assessing who’s 

sending messages, who’s receiving them, 

and total message volume.
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Powerful statistics: Drill down to more data with just a few clicks
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The Enhanced Data Dashboard also gives you the ability to dive deeper into your data so you can optimize 

usage and improve equitable engagement in your community. The data in each section can be filtered by role 

and SIS-linked status, as well as additional fields as needed, in order to provide you with the view you need.

The statistics tab includes the following sections:

Preferred language

Make sure every family in your community is receiving messages in their home language. This section 

lets you see how many people have selected a preferred language for their communications, as well as 

any accounts that need to be updated with a selection.

Reachability

Engagement depends on your community’s ability to receive messages. This section includes the 

number of users who have set up valid devices, as well as the number of people receiving SMS, app, or 

email notifications.
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Messages received

Follow up on reachability by tracking message delivery rates in your community over time.

Messages sent

The more your community communicates, the more engaged they are in student learning. This section 

shows the percentage of teachers and admins sending at least one message per day, week, or month, 

giving you insight into how you can support your sta� in increasing engagement.

Weekly engagement report

Finally, you can download a weekly engagement report with all the data you need—perfect for reporting 

or supporting engagement initiatives at the family, school, and district levels.



“Just right” data at your fingertips

As an administrator, it can be a challenge to find the 

right balance for actionable data—not too much, not 

too sparse, but just right. Remind’s Enhanced Data 

Dashboard gives you all the metrics you need to 

support e�ective outreach, whether you’re looking for 

a high-level overview or doing a deep dive in specific 

areas—so you can make informed decisions to uplevel 

and sustain engagement in your community.

The Enhanced Data Dashboard is available as an 

upgrade for schools and districts with Remind Hub. 
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To get key engagement insights for 

your school or district organization, 

contact your customer success 

manager or learn more about 

upgrading to Remind Hub.
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